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satellite tracking of cargo
tracking of railway trains and carriage
two-way communication with drivers

precise control of fuel consumption
GARMIN navigation and analysis of drive

trip orders and daily pays
alarms, analyses of route and breaks, reports

satellite tracking of all types of vehicles

 NEW!    remote digital tachograph download

FREE CONSULTING

“Take full advantage of your GARMIN
till the perfection”

“SOLUTION FOR SATELLITE TRACKING, 
COMMUNICATION AND CONTROL OF FUEL”

Garmin is registered trademark of company Garmin Ltd. or subsidiaries.
Timocom is registered trademark of company Garmin Ltd. or subsidiaries.
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Complete solution for GPS tracking,
communication, tachograph,

and navigation
What is SQ Trans? Main advantages:

7 x why to choose SQ Track:

100 % GUARANTEEDHow to save money?

100% SATISFACTION

Imagine how could you automatically and remotely download tachograph 
data on your own computer and also have precise control of fuel consump-
tion.

Imagine how could you optimize and plan a route in every single moment. 
You know exactly when a driver drives with high RPM, rapidly accelerate or 
brake which could prevent a breakdown of the vehicle.

Imagine lower insurance bill for your �eet.

With SQ Track you can achieve all described in reality!

Send addresses and get calculated the estimated time of arrival

24/7 access to data from everywhere

Communication with a driver through GARMIN navigation system

Automatic creating trip orders 

Satellite cargo tracking for your clients

Access to tracking system from mobile phone or tablet

Single subscription for whole Europe

Analyses of drives and an option to connect an onboard computer

Automatic daily pays calculations

Enable additional sensors for add-on features

International certi�cates of relevance

Manageable you don’t need a learning course

SQ Track is the complete solution for GPS tracking, communication with 
drivers and Garmin navigation. SQ Track in every moment, wherever you 
are, gives you information on current vehicle’s location, speed and other 
data from an onboard computer. The tracking system is updated by 
Garmin’s international interface which means a driver can now safely use 
navigation system and send/receive Garmin messages and addresses. The 
system also supports remote digital tachograph download and precise 
control of fuel consumption.

SQ Track allows you 24/7 control over your drivers and 
vehicles which guaranteed save your costs.

Remote digital tachograph download

Full control over drivers

Call now and we will tell you more reasons why SQ Track is the best solution for you!
Zminec 30, 
SI-4220 Ško�a Loka, 
Slovenija, EU www.priber.com

info@priber.com+386 (4) 51 26 740
+386 (4) 51 26 741


